The efficacy of superior rectus recession with simultaneous inferior oblique disinsertion on superior oblique palsy with superior rectus contracture.
The information about superior rectus (SR) recession in cases with SR contracture coexisting with superior oblique palsy (SOP) is very limited in previous literature. The aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of SR recession, as a combined procedure with inferior oblique (IO) disinsertion, in long-standing SOP with secondary SR contracture. The medical records of the 145 patients operated for SOP were retrospectively reviewed and 15 patients who underwent SR recession met the inclusion criteria. The mean follow-up was 50.4 months. The preoperative angle of deviation was within the range of 16-35 prism dioptres (PD) with a mean of 23.0 ± 5.03 PD. In all of the cases, SR recession was performed in combination with IO disinsertion. Adult patients (12) underwent adjustable SR recession. Postoperative overcorrection developed in 3 cases (20%), and in 12 patients, the postoperative vertical deviation was within the range of 0-5 PD with a mean of 1.41 ± 1.88 PD. The overcorrected three patients underwent botulinum toxin A (BTXA) injection into the ipsilateral inferior rectus muscle. The deviation is well controlled by BTXA injection in two patients, whereas the other one was considered as masked bilateral SOP and underwent IO disinsertion in the other eye. Our results suggested that SR recession in combination with IO disinsertion is an effective procedure to control large vertical deviations in SOP with SR contracture in the majority of cases. However, the risk of overcorrection should be considered despite adjustable SR weakening and BTXA injection seems efficient to rescue overcorrections in long term.